EAST COAST

NOMINATION: ANGELO GRECH
As the Account Manager overseeing our Cambridge Health Alliance account in Cambridge,
MA, Angelo Grech has distinguished himself by continuously demonstrating undying loyalty,
dedication, and an extremely commendable work ethic. Not only has Angelo performed his
parking and transportation responsibilities successfully and with impeccable diligence,
exceeding our and our Client’s expectations, he has performed similarly in support of our
Client’s mission.
For example: Angelo received two ‘CHA Cares Honors’ from our Client and which recognizes
co-workers for doing something to help a patient, a visitor, a co-worker, or even someone
outside CHA who is a partner for CHA patients.
Specifically, “Angelo had signs made for our 2 drive up INR testing sites. When they came in,
he went above and beyond to deliver them to both sites too! We really appreciate it! Monica Akus
Yvonne Johnson wrote..”I want to thank Angelo for his support of the Foodservices
Department with our various challenges as we deliver donated food items across the Alliance.
Angelo’s approach in each situation is solution driven with a positive “can-do attitude.’ Thank
you for all you do, Angelo.
Accolades are even given to Angelo directly from our Client, Tom Leslie, Director of Real
Estate, Parking and Transportation, “Angelo, thank you for all you do for CHA during this
difficult time when you and your team are helping out in ways that are above and beyond the
scope of your job. Propark has been a great partner always, but especially during this
pandemic.”
In addition, when CHA received thousands of vaccines and attempted to serve its patients at
its hospitals, their capabilities and resources were challenged. Angelo, at our Client’s request,
was tasked with converting a vacant 30,000 square foot retail space into a CHA/community
vaccination facility. Through his and his Propark team’s efforts, he cleaned, renovated,
painted, signed, repaired, sanitized, and organized the space including providing admin and
vaccination stations, installing electrical and internet service for each station, a breakroom for
hospital staff, and an on-site emergency room…all in two weeks! Through his leadership he
delivered to CHA the capacity to successfully deliver thousands of vaccinations to its patients
conveniently, efficiently, alleviating overcrowding and inconvenience. Attached are photos
depicting what Angelo and his team accomplished because of his can-do attitude, devotion
to duty and his leadership skills.
Angelo demonstrated leadership abilities are unique, highly commendable and have brought
great credit and recognition (by our Client) to himself and Propark. (see photos on next
pages)
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